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What is veganism? Another morality? Another alternative of society? Another swampy
lake inside the infinite sea of the abomination of the existent?Most of its aspects aremoral-
istic and anthropocentric. From this part not even the anarchists can escape. Veganism as
a passive form of ”struggle” neglects to consider many things from my point of view. Now
someone could tell me it is exactly the same since you are a vegan. But no. My start is com-
pletely different. Instead of a form of struggle I would specify that as a form of abstinence
from one of the wheels of civilization and capitalism with the admittance of its problem-
atics in the present reality. Because as a struggle, from whom and towards whom would
that be? A struggle of the civilized human towards yet another subject of exploitation could
be nothing more than as sterile as many others. A victimization. On the other hand as an
individualist choice of conscious abstinence and negation of the part of the existent that
sees our comrades as raw material it becomes a dynamic choice. There is no ”good” or
”evil” for me. Inside the system of capitalism I deny the decadence which emanates from
prisons and the tyranny of the life of the non-human animals. In another non-systematized
world I would not deny, if the circumstances of survival demanded that, to use anything
from whichever living organism. If I needed that and I was stronger I would prevail. With re-
spect for the lives of my non-enemies. So a form of abstinence and anti-necrosis of my ego
from the imprisonment, commercialization and trivialization of non–human life from the
endless and infinite notion of civilization. Not as ”embargo” to the industry of meat which
would have no meaning for me because afterwards you will find

yourself nonetheless entangled in the wheels of another industry. These have no mean-
ing for me anyways since the economics are a part of this system and have nothing to offer
me. I want to destroy economy not to use it politically. Not as a choice of ”good” or ”bad”
since I do not acknowledge any form of moral normality that comes from social or cultural
structures, nor do I care about morality at all. So it is just a tool one can use given the cur-
rent circumstances and nothing more. It is the closest approach for my individuality that
has negated anthropocentrism.

Anyway you cannot be 100% vegan or keep an attitude towards the earth that you might
have wanted through a system that everything is assimilable and we have seen that many
times. Being an anarchist you realize quickly that everything inside the system of the state
and civilization is your enemy. You find yourself in a constant war. All of the basic need prod-
ucts inside the system will either be made out of non-human animals that have died for the
needs of consumerismand the various companieswhich enslave our lives, orwill be toxic or
non-degradable by the earthly environment, or will be the products of the vegan or environ-
mentalist companies which there is being played another game of profit and consumerism
approaching themoral or lifestyle consumers and creating other societies, assimilable, and
of course controllable by the system. Even if you choose tactics, let’s say as an example to
expropriate shoes, you could avoid to contribute to the economic part of the system of con-
sumerism but you will never be certain of whether or not you have avoided the fact that the
shoes you stole could most likely have on them materials that are toxic or non-degradable
(and would have beenmade in a way that pollutes the earthly environment), or even to have
glue on them that uses extracted products from prisoner non-human animals. The systems
of exploitation and destruction of the civilized man towards everything we love is endless.
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So as a nihilist and with conscience for total liberation anarchist individual, I don’t see veg-
anism and my awareness about the earth through any moral chains which would be easily
assimilable by the system (the system includes laws, institutions, morals, state, society,
civilization etc.) and I consider it ridiculous even for myself to play the game of politics, of
looking to find the vegan products or those friendly to the environment inside the system of
ultimate exploitation and trivialization of anything free and alive that exists. Therefore I am
a vegan out of personal conscience, given the current circumstances, without becoming a
monk, trying in any way and asmuch as I can to abstain from the dominant anthropocentric
decadence of life in this world. The anti-civilization conscience is just another part of the
esoteric of the individuality that acknowledges no other entity above the individual and his/
her/their desires, analyzing the earth as a chaotic integral part of existence and reappraises
his/her/their relation to it and all the other individualities.

Only through spontaneity, the negation of what we have been taught including all values
and ideals coming from society, oneself’s uniqueness and critical thinking, moments of
attack and self-fulfillment and I could also say the coming closer to the earthly environment,
I could see a meaning of existence (personal meaning, not as an objective truth) of my
individuality.

Veganism is clearly only a tool against some systems. For the other forms of liberation
of each individuality each one of us can invent his/her/their own ways. There is no singular
effective way/means. We set targets, we are patient, we use every material and means
against the enemy andwithwhatever powerwe have been left with andwheneverwe canwe
attack like the eagle without any moral barriers nor respect for their lives. Not for a ”greater
purpose”, but for the time that has been stolen from us. Away from moralistic claims like
”meat is murder” I feel the need to attack everything that attacks my aesthetic perception
and doesn’t leaveme to get pleasure frommy surroundings. I don’t have the need to criticize
the comrade who does not follow the methods of veganism for his/her/their own reasons,
but has developed a deep analysis against the existent, ( although meat eating and the use
of non-human animals is the most dominant form of living on the planet), insomuch as this
comrade will have reached a state of consciousness through critical thinking which will not
leave him/her/their to fall into complacency with his/her/their choices or consider one way
of living inferior or superior, normal or abnormal. I will criticize though for sure all those who
do not question the mass habits of living as well as all the anarchists whose criticism of
veganism originates only from the idol of the anthropocentric world.
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